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We compute the representations (“nim-reps”) of the fusion algebra of bsl(N) which determine the
boundary conditions of bsl(N) WZW theories twisted by the charge conjugation. This is done
following two procedures, one of general validity, the other specific to the problem at hand. The
problem is related to the classical problem of decomposition of the fundamental representations
of sl(N) onto representations of Bl = so(2l + 1) or Cl = sp(2l) algebras. The relevant nim-reps
and their diagonalisation matrix are thus expressed in terms of modular data of the affine B or
C algebras.
1. Introduction, notations and results
It is now well understood that the possible boundary conditions of a rational conformal eld
theory are determined by the set of non-negative integer valued matrix representations,
or nim-reps, of the fusion algebra of this theory [1]. In the present paper, we address the
problem of determining nim-reps and related data for those theories of WZW type, that





(notations will be made more precise below). To be specic, we restrict here to the bsl(N)
current algebra. This exercise has the double merit of illustrating the power of certain
methods of general application, and of exhibiting a nice algebraic pattern: indeed, it turns
out that the problem is intimately connected with the classical problem of decomposing
the representations of sl(N) onto representations of the Bl = so(2l + 1) or Cl = sp(2l)
algebras, with N = 2l or 2l+ 1. This work generalises the previous results for N = 3 [2,1]




1.1. The AN−1 = sl(N) and the affine bsl(N) algebras
To proceed, we need to introduce notations. As we are dealing with pairs of Lie algebras,
we consistently use dierent types of labels for their representations etc. For the bsl(N)
theories under study, weights will be denoted by Greek letters. At a given level k or shifted
level h = k +N these weights belong to the Weyl alcove
P(AN−1; h)++ := fλ =
N−1X
i=1
λii j λi  1 ,
N−1X
i=1
λi  h− 1g , (1.2)
where i, i = 1,    , N − 1 are the sl(N) fundamental weights. The Weyl vector is ρ =P





. The alcove is invariant under
the action of C, the complex conjugation of representations, C : λ = (λ1,    , λN−1) 7!
λ = (λN−1,    , λ1), and of the ZN automorphism σ, related to the cyclic symmetry of




λi, λ1,    , λN−2) . (1.3)
Basic in our discussion is the symmetric, unitary matrix S = (S) of modular transfor-
mations. Under the action of C and σ,
S = S = (S) S() = e2i()=N S , (1.4)
where τ(λ) :=
PN−1
i=1 i(λi − 1) is the ZN grading of weights {the \N -ality".
We want to nd a set of matrices fnγgγ2P(N; h)++ with non negative integer entries such

















with ψ the unitary matrix diagonalising them; j = j(µ) labels a proper choice of basis.
Their eigenvalues are thus of the form χ(µ) := S /S , S the modular matrix, and are
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specied by the weights µ labelling the diagonal terms in (1.1), called \exponents". In the
case under study, the exponents are the real, i.e. self-conjugate, weights µ = µ in the
alcove. Depending on the parity of N , those have a dierent structure:
Exp(h) 3 µ =
(
(m1,    , ml, ml,    , m1) , 2
Pl
i=1mi  h− 1 if N = 2l + 1
(m1,    , ml−1, ml, ml−1,    , m1) , 2
Pl−1
i=1mi +ml  h− 1 if N = 2l
(1.7)
and their number is











if N = 2l
(1.8)
In general, the nim-rep matrices satisfy nT = n ; in the present case, because of the
reality of the exponents µ, their eigenvalues χ(µ) are real and satisfy χ(µ) = χ(µ)
and one concludes that the matrices n are symmetric. Moreover, because a real weight
µ has a N -ality τ equal to 0 modN , resp. 0 or N/2 modN , for N odd, resp. even, eq.
(1.4) implies that n is only a function of the orbit of λ under σ, resp. σ2. As usual, it
is sucient to nd the generators nΛ¯i = nΛ¯N−i associated with the fundamental weights





are regarded as adjacency
matrices of graphs, it is natural to refer to the labels a, b of their entries as vertices. On
the latter, we do not know much a priori, besides that their number equals the number of
exponents (1.8). The set of vertices is denoted by V.















These matrices, associated with the vertices of the graph, span the \graph algebra", which
in this particular case is commutative. In particular, the set includes the unit matrix
attached to a special vertex denoted 1 : N^1 = I. Then the previous relation evaluated for






i.e. the nim-rep matrices are  0 integer linear combinations of the N^ . The matrix ψ in







where χ^a(j) = ψja/ψ
j
1, j 2 Exp(h), are the eigenvalues of N^a.
In the present context the equations (1.9), (1.10) have a natural group theoretic inter-
pretation. This is clear already in the simplest case N = 3 [1]. The reality of the exponents
(1.7) implies that they can be identied with an integrable weight µ ! j(µ) of bsl(2) at a
related level. Then depending on the parity of h, the coecients n1a originate from dif-
ferent patterns of decomposition of the representations of sl(3) into those of sl(2). Namely
the graphs are determined by the fundamental nim-rep which is either nΛ1+ 1
a = 1+δa 2w,
or nΛ1+ 1
a = δa 3w, with w the sl(2) fundamental weight, thus reflecting the two ways of
decomposing the 3- dimensional sl(3) representation. As we shall see, this example is the
rst in the series for odd N , with Cl and Bl taking over the ro^le of sl(2) for h even or odd
respectively. Similarly the formula (1.9) is interpreted for large h as the decomposition
rule of the tensor product of an irreducible representation (irrep) of AN−1 times an irrep
of the subalgebra into irreps of the subalgebra. The \branching coecients" interpretation
of the nim-reps and the equations (1.5),(1.10) has been discussed also in the context of the
discrete subgroups of SU(2). See also [4] for a related recent discussion. Given the diago-
nalisation matrix ψja one can compute as well the structure constants of the algebra dual to
the graph algebra, the Pasquier algebra, which admits important physical interpretations
[1].
1.2. B and C algebras
We now briefly introduce relevant notations for the Lie algebras Bl and Cl and their ane
extensions B(1)l and C
(1)
l .
In the Bl algebra, we denote the integrable weights by Latin letters, keeping however
the Greek wi for the fundamental weights and ρ - for the Weyl vector. As the dual Coxeter
number is h_ = 2l − 1, the Weyl alcove at level k is the set
P(Bl;h)++ = fm =
lX
i=1
miwi j mi  1, m1 + 2
l−1X
i=2
mi +ml  h− 1g , (1.12)
where the notation h is again used for the shifted level h = k + 2l − 1. The number of












. These weights are graded
according to a Z2 grading τ(m) := ml−1 mod 2 and the τ = 0 weights label a subalgebra
of the Verlinde fusion algebra. The Z2 automorphism of the ane Bl Dynkin diagram acts
on the weights in the alcove as σ(m) = (h−m1 − 2
Pl−1
i=2mi −ml , m2, . . . , ml).
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For the Cl algebra, we use parallel notations: fundamental weights are again denoted
wi, i = 1,    , l; the dual Coxeter number is h_ = l+1 whence the shifted level h = k+l+1;
the Weyl alcove reads
P(Cl;h)++ = fm =
lX
i=1
miwi j mi  1,
lX
i=1
mi  h− 1g ; (1.13)





; the Z2 grading reads τ(m) :=Pl
i=1 i(mi−1) mod 2 . The Z2 automorphism of the ane Cl Dynkin diagram acts on the
weights in the alcove as σ(m) = (ml−1, . . . , m1 , h−
Pl
i=1mi).
The S matrices of B and C type are real and satisfy a Z2 analog of the σ symmetry
property (1.4).
1.3. Results
We may summarise our results as follows. In general the eigenvalues in the r.h.s. of (1.11)





in which the weights of B or C algebras label both the graph vertices a 2 V and the basis
j = j(µ) into (1.6), related to a projection of the set of exponents (1.7) to the B or C
alcoves; the vertex a = 1 in (1.14) is identied with the B or C Weyl vector ρ, i.e. the
shifted weight of the identity representation.
The situation depends on the parities of N and of the shifted level h.
1) For N = 2l + 1, h even:




P(Cl; h2 )+;+ 3 j(µ) = (m1, m2, . . . , ml) , µ = (m1, . . . , ml, ml, . . . , m1) 2 Exp(h) (1.15)
and the same alcove parametrises as well the set of graph vertices V  P(Cl; h2 )+;+ . The
Pasquier and graph algebras are identical and coincide with the Cl Verlinde fusion algebra,
N^a = Na. Accordingly ψja in (1.6) is provided by the Cl modular matrix S,









N^!i−k+¯ , i = 1, 2, . . . , l . (1.17)
For h = 2l + 2 (1.17) degenerates to nΛi+ = 1 for all i.
2) For N = 2l + 1, h odd:
The set of exponents (1.7) is identied with a subset of the alcove P(Bl;h)+;+






mi g , (1.18)
where (note τ(j) + 1 = ml = 0 mod 2)
Exp(B) 3 j = (m1, m2, . . . , ml) , µ = (m1, . . . , ml2 ,
ml
2
, . . . , m1) 2 Exp(h) .
Another subset of P(Bl;h)+;+ parametrises the vertices






mi g . (1.19)
The eigenvector matrix in (1.6) is given by
ψja = 2Saj , a 2 V , j 2 Exp(B) . (1.20)
As empirically observed, there exists a basis (i.e., a preferred correspondence of the two sets
of indices V , Exp(B), in which the matrix ψja is symmetric and hence the Pasquier algebra
is identical to the graph algebra. The matrices N^a are expressed via the Bl Verlinde fusion
matrices,
N^ab
c = Nabc −Nab(c)  0 , a, b, c 2 V . (1.21)
The fundamental nim-reps are





Figure The graphs associated with the nim-rep matrices nΛ1+ for sl(N), N = 3, 4, 5
and h = N + 1, N + 2,   .
3) For N = 2l, arbitrary h:
The set of exponents (1.7) is identied with a subset of the alcove P(Cl;h)+;+
Exp (C) = fP(Cl;h)+;+ 3 j = (m1, m2, . . . , ml)j m1, . . . , ml−1 − eveng , (1.23)






, . . . ,
m1
2
) 2 Exp(h) .
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A subset of P(Cl;h)+;+ parametrises the vertices
V = P(Cl;bh2 c+1)+;+ [ σ1(P(Cl;b
h
2 c+1)
+;+ )  P(Cl;h)+;+ (1.24)
where
σ1(m1, . . . , ml) := (h−m1 − 2
lX
i=2
mi, m2, m3, . . . , ml) . (1.25)
For h odd (1.24) is a disjoint union of two subsets of P(Cl;h)+;+ of the same cardinality.
The eigenvector matrix ψja is expressed by the Cl modular matrix S
ψja = (
p
2)l−1 Saj , a 2 V , j 2 Exp (C) , (1.26)
Empirical data suggest that in general (l > 2), ψ in (1.26) is not symmetrisable for h even.
For h odd the graph algebra matrices N^a are nonnegative, while for h even they may





N^!i−2m+¯ , i = 1, 2, . . . , l , (1.27)
where ω0 := 0 , i.e., N^¯ = 1. The simplest example in this series is the case bsl(4) and
(1.27) reproduces the graphs displayed in [3], see the Figure. In this particular example
the graph matrices are expressed by the Cl Verlinde matrices as in (1.21), non-negative
for h odd.
The group theoretic approach selects one of the possible solutions for n11, λ 2
P(AN−1;h)+;+ , namely the one in which n11 is the classical multiplicity of the identity repre-
sentation of Cl or Bl in the irreducible representation of AN−1 of highest weight λ.
The rest of this note will review the two routes which led us to these results.
2. Decompositions of irreps – classical consideration and quantisation
The reality condition on the exponents in (1.7) leads to a Z2 folding of the integrable alcove,
or eectively, of the set of AN−1 roots, thus suggesting the relevance of the algebras of B-
or C- type. Recall that the Verlinde matrix eigenvalues, or, fusion algebra characters, can
be interpreted as classical characters, evaluated on a discrete subset of the Cartan group.
The reduction of groups and their irreducible representations (\irreps") can be described in
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terms of the weight diagrams G associated with the highest weights λ (in this \classical"









where m 2 Z0 is the multiplicity of the weight µ in the weight diagram G of the given
nite dimensional irrep of highest weight λ. Thus the rst step in solving our problem is the
determination of the classical decomposition formulae, i.e., the coecients in (2.1), (whence
the identical notation as in (1.11)), by choosing a projection P of the weights of AN−1 and
decomposing the weight diagram. In the A2 example choosing µ ! P1(µ) = µ1 + µ2 or
µ! P2(µ) = 2(µ1 + µ2) leads to P1(G(1;0)) = G0 + Gw, or P2(G(1;0)) = G2w. It is sucient
to establish these relations for the fundamental representations of sl(n); to recover the
remaining ones, we use the standard Pieri formulae. The second step is based on the alter-
native interpretation of the classical characters as group characters, χi(H), evaluated on
the Cartan subgroup H, common to SL(N) and its subgroup SO(2l+1) or SP (2l). Reduc-
ing to a subgroup means that typically the symmetry of the formal characters is enlarged,
e.g., we can identify the weight diagram of a representation and its complex conjugate,
and thus in particular restrict to half the fundamental AN−1 characters. The quantisation
procedure leading to the fusion characters amounts to evaluating the formal exponentials
on rational points e( 2ih ) = e
2pii hλ,µi
h , µ 2 P(h)+;+. This selects an embedding of the range
Exp(h) of exponents in an integrable alcove of the smaller algebra. E.g., for A2, λ 2 G(1;0)
and µ = (m,m) 2 P(A2;h)+;+ one has hλ, µi(A2) = 2hP1(λ), mωi(A1) = hP2(λ), mωi(A1) , which
allows to identify Exp (h) with the A1 alcove P(A1;
h
2 )
+;+ for h even, or with a factor P(A1;h)+;+ /Z2
for odd h.
Performing these two steps leads to the eigenvalue decomposition formula (1.11) which
we shall use for the fundamental weights λ = i. The \quantisation" of the classi-
cal characters is equivalent to further enlarging their symmetry, from the correspond-
ing Weyl W to ane Weyl groups. This aects the general classical decomposition co-







2 χ(µ) χ^a(j(µ)). (The factor (ψ
j
1)
2 here is the rational analog of
the factor in the Haar measure in the corresponding integral classical formula.) Since in
what follows we shall restrict to fundamental weights, the coecients in (1.11) precisely
coincide with their classical analogs in (2.1) in all but the smallest value of h in the cases 1)
9




or χΛ1+((m,m)) = χ^3w(m), mω 2 P(A1;h)+;+ , m  h−12 , respectively. In the case h = 4





the character χ^2w and the multiplicity nΛ1+ 1
2w vanish.
Finally we recover the matrix equivalent (1.10) of this formula, by nding an appro-
priate range V of the same cardinality as Exp(h), and an unitary matrix ψ.
2.1. Details and elements of proofs
Let µ be a weight in the weight lattice of sl(N). Dene the projections to weights of Bl
or Cl
µ! P1(µ) = (µ1 + µ2l, µ2 + µ2l−1, . . . , µl + µl+1)(Cl) =
lX
m=1




hµ , αm + α2l+1−mi(A2l) wm






µ! P2(µ) = (µ1 + µ2l, µ2 + µ2l−1, . . . , 2(µl + µl+1))(Bl) =
lX
m=1




hµ , αm + α2l+1−mi(A2l) wm + 2hµ , αl + αl+1i(A2l) wl
) P2(i) = wi , i = 1, . . . , l − 1 , P2(l) = 2wl , P2(αi) = βi ,
(2.3)







hµ , αm + α2l+1−mi(A2l−1)wm + hµ , αli(A2l−1) wl
) P3(i) = wi , i = 1, . . . , l , P3(αi) = βi .
(2.4)
Here (β_i ) βi stand for the (dual) roots of Bl or Cl. Clearly Pm(i) = Pm(N−i). With
the exception of P2(l) = 2wl (so that τ(P2(i)) = 0 8i = 1, . . . , l) the maps Pi relate
the highest weights of the fundamental representations of the pairs of algebras. (There
is one more natural projection A2l−1 ! Bl, s.t. αi ! β_i , which however is not useful
for our purposes as it produces solutions of (1.5) with some negative entries.) Applying
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furthermore these maps on the weights λ in the weight diagrams GΛi of the fundamental
irreps of AN−1 one obtains the classical result
Proposition: (Classical decomposition formulae)
P1(G(A2l−1)Λi ) = ip=0 G(Cl)!i−p (2.5)
P2(G(A2l)Λi ) = G(Bl)!i , i = 1, . . . , l− 1 ; P2(G
(A2l)
Λl
) = G(Bl)2!l (2.6)
P3(G(A2l−1)Λi ) = 
bi=2c
p=0 G(Cl)!i−2p (2.7)
The next step is to interpret these decomposition formulae as relations for the evalu-
ated characters. The characters in the l.h.s. are evaluated on the exponent subset Exp(h) of
the A2l (or A2l−1) integrable alcove. One nds that for λ 2 G(A2l)Λi and µ 2 Exp(h)  P
(A;h)
+;+
hλ, µiA2l = 2hP1(λ), (µ1, . . . , µl)iCl = 2hP1(λ), j(µ)iCl , j(µ) = P1(µ)2 ,
hλ, µiA2l = hP2(λ), (µ1, . . . , µl−1, 2µl)iBl = hP2(λ), j(µ)iBl , j(µ) = P2(µ)2 .
(2.8)
In the rst case the integrability condition for µ 2 Exp(h) is equivalent to the Cl integra-
bility condition for j(µ) at shifted level bh2 c. For h even, taking into account the factor 2,
one arrives at (1.15). The classical decomposition formula (2.5) determines the coecients
in (1.11) for the fundamental characters χΛi . These characters generate the Cl Verlinde
fusion algebra which is diagonalised by the modular matrix S and thus we recover the case
1) of sect. 1.3.
For h odd we use instead the second equality in (2.8). The map P2 embeds
the exponent set Exp(h) into a subset of the Bl integrable alcove P(Bl;h)+;+ , the one
described in (1.18), i.e., a Z2 - factor of the τ = 1 subset. The eigenvalues
fχw1+(j) , χw2+(j) , . . . χwl−1+(j) , χ2wl+(j)g, all labelled by weights of τ = 0, gen-
erate an algebra N^a with a in the range (1.19). Using the standard properties of the











Saj Saj0 , j, j
0 2 Exp(B) .
In the rst step we have used that there are no σ xed points in Exp(B), while in the
second, that S(m)j = −Smj for j 2 Exp(B), in particular Sm0j = 0 for the xed points
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m0 = σ(m0). To prove the expression (1.21) for the structure constants we proceed
similarly as above but this time obtain the exponent region Exp(B) by factorising the Bl
alcove over the Z2 symmetry of the σ automorphism. Namely using that Sa(j) = Saj , for
a 2 V (since τ(a) = 0), we split the summation in the Verlinde formula for N cab with all





m ; hm ; 1i<h(m) ; 1i
+
X




Note that since h is odd only points m with τ(m) = 0 may contribute to the second
term. We apply this formula to the dierence N cab − N(c)ab , using that Scm − S(c)m =
Scm(1− (−1)(m)) = 0 for τ(m) = 0, while it gives a factor 2 for m 2 Exp(B), and hence
we get (1.21). This reproduces the case 2) of sect. 1.3.
Finally one nds for λ 2 G(A2l−1)Λi and µ 2 Exp(h)  P
(A;h)
+;+
hλ, µiA2l−1 = hP3(λ), (2µ1, 2µ2, . . . , µl)iCl = hP3(λ), j(µ)iCl , j(µ) = P3(µ) . (2.9)
This determines the range (1.23) for which the equality of eigenvalues implied by the
classical formula (2.7) holds. However the cardinality of this range, cf. (1.8), is considerably
smaller than the cardinality of the full alcove P(Cl;h)+;+ and this makes the last case 3) more
non-trivial. The set V in (1.24) is obtained by some (Z2)l−1 folding of the Cl alcove P(Cl;h)+;+ .
Dene recursively a sequence of involutive maps and a sequence of subsets of the Cl alcove






mk , ms+1, . . .ml) , m 2 As+1
As = fm 2 As+1j ms = hm,α_s i < hσs(m), α_s i g , s = l, . . . , 1 , Al+1 = P(Cl;h)+;+
(2.10)
so that σl = σ. The set (1.24) is easily seen to be V = A2 by comparing the inequalities
that dene both.
The maps σs come from the horizontal projection of the action of the elements w(s) =
tws w
(s) in the extended ane Weyl group ~W ; here tws is an ane translation, while w
(s)
is the unique element in the Weyl group W , which keeps invariant the subset of roots
fα1, α2, . . . , αl , −α(s)g, where α(s) = e1 + es+1; ei are the orthogonal vectors hei, eji =
1
2 δij , wj =
Pj
i=1 ei, and by convention el+1 := e1. The transformations σs lead to
symmetries of the Cl modular matrix, extending the analogous relation for σ = σl:
Ss(a) j = (−1)s(jl−1)+bs=2c Sa j , a 2 As+1 , j 2 Exp (C) . (2.11)
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Indeed the sign (−1)s+bs=2c comes, after reordering in the Weyl formula for S, from the
parity of the element w(s) : (e1, e2, . . . , el) ! (−es,−es−1, . . . ,−e1, es+1, . . . , el), while for




ei)i = (−1)sjl for any w 2 W .
The relation (2.11) implies that χs(1)(j) are the eigenvalues of a simple current, i.e.
χs(1)(j)χa(j) = χs(a)(j).
Furthermore a relation stronger than (2.11) holds for the particular pointsm 2 As+1




p=s+1mp for 1  s  l, namely






mp , j 2 Exp (C) . (2.12)
Proof: If m has the property in (2.12) then w(1;s)(m) = m where w(1;s) 2 W is the
Weyl reflection which maps (e1, es) ! (−es,−e1) (for s = 1, e1 ! −e1), keeping all the
remaining ei unchanged. The Weyl group W splits into pairs fw,w(1;s)wg 2 W/Z2 and
the contribution to Smj of each pair is zero.
The relations (2.11), (2.12) imply that the matrix dened in (1.26) is unitary. Indeed









SmjSmj0 = . . . =
X
m2Al+1
SmjSmj0 = δjj0 .













a (1 + (−1)jl+j
0
l ) = 0 using (2.11) and (for h even)
(2.12) for s = 1. This completes the case 3). We note that empirical data suggest that
there are formulae generalising (1.21), which represent the N^a by an alternating sum of Cl
Verlinde fusion multiplicities.
3. Xu algorithm
In this section we sketch a method for the construction of the nim-rep starting from a
limited information. Although this method has been proposed and used in a more abstract
form already a while ago [5,6], its algorithmic and systematic character may not have been
stressed enough. In this approach, the fundamental data is the set of representations λ
which give a non vanishing n11. The fact that these data play a central ro^le has been
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discussed before [1,6] and stressed also recently in the category theory approach to these
questions [7,8]. The meaning of these data is best understood in block diagonal theories,
since there, the vertex denoted 1 corresponds to the block of the identity representation,
and n11 thus tells us which representations appear in that block.
One may now proceed in three steps
1. The data n11 are subject to a constraint coming from (1.6) and the unitarity of









1 = 0 . (3.1)
It is thus helpful to have a good Ansatz for the particular matrix element n11 and to
check that it passes the test of (3.1). As explained in sect 1.1, in the present problem,
n1
1 is only a function of the C- and σ#-orbit of ν, with # = 1, 2 for N odd, even, and
this reduces greatly the number of unknowns.
2. One then regards the yet undetermined matrices n as forming a set of vectors
and one makes use of the nim-rep property (1.5), taking its 1, 1 matrix element, to dene
a symmetric scalar product between these vectors according to











In particular the identity matrix n = I associated with the trivial representation has
norm 1. To the Gram matrix of scalar products one may then apply the Schmidt or-
thogonalisation method to determine a basis of vectors, en, which are obtained from the
original n by a triangular integer valued matrix, starting from ~n = n = I, and which are
mutually orthogonal. In the most favourable cases, such as those presently discussed, all




hence there exists a unique vertex a contributing to this matrix element: en1a = δa aλ .
(If the squared norms of some en are equal to 2 or 3, one has rather a sum of two or three
Kronecker deltas, while squared norms larger or equal to 4 present new options that have
to be examined in turn: either some entries en1a are larger than 1, or there are more
vertices contributing to them, see [5] for examples.) The above triangular system induces
an order  between the labels of the basis and one may invert it to determine the original
n as a sum of such contributions
n1
a = δaaλ +
X

bδaaµ , b = n1
aµ 2 Z0 . (3.3)
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The set of vertices V is made of the a, where λ labels the basis en.
3. In the last step one reconstructs the whole nim-rep from the knowledge of the
entries n1a. This is done recursively. Assume rst for simplicity that all en in step 2
have norm 1. Take for example any fundamental representation called here  generically,
suppose all entries nΛ¯aµ
a have been determined for µ  λ and evaluate in two dierent








a, a relation which determines
nΛ¯aλ
a. If some en has a norm > 1 and n1a = P δaaλα , this leads to dichotomic choices,
as we have to split the sum
P
 nΛ¯aλα into individual matrices, but at any rate, this is a
nite problem.
This procedure has been applied successfully to the problem at hand. In step 1, one
nds again a dependence on the parity of N and/or of h. While for odd N = 2l + 1
and h odd, n 11 = 1 for all λ in the alcove, for h even, n 11 6= 0 and in fact = 1 i
λ = (λ1,    , λ2l) has all its Dynkin labels λi odd; for even N = 2l, the same happens
i λ = (1, λ2, 1, λ4,    , λ2l−2, 1), i.e. when λ has Dynkin indices of odd rank equal to
1. In step 2, one may nd a basis of orthonormal vectors, i.e. all norms are 1. Finding
this basis may be laborious, and some external information, like the one coming from the
embedding picture discussed in the previous section, is helpful but not necessary. Last step
3 then proceeds in a straightforward way, and the whole algorithm has been implemented
in Mathematica.
The algorithm amounts eectively to solving recursively the two sets of equations
(1.5), (1.9). To make contact with [7] note that the graph can be alternatively described
identifying the vertices with the matrices Xa :=
P
i n1
a n , which satisfy an equation
analogous to (1.9), nXa =
P
b na
b Xb , with non-trivial X1. Giving a solution for the
coecients n11 determines X1 or the algebra A of [7], and the graph is recovered starting
from X1 and using recursively as above the system (1.5).
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